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Abstract
The concept of Precision Dairy Farming requires a suitable type of data management for its practical
implementation. During the modeling process, both operative and analytical use of data have to be
considered. By using the entity-relationship model (E/RM), the analytical view cannot be modeled
adequately. Analysis support (e.g. OLAP) requires a multi-dimensional view, which has been modeled by
us with the help of the multi-dimensional extension of the E/RM (mE/RM). In this paper, we present the
results of the modeling process with a concrete example. While doing so, we will introduce requirements,
deficits and necessary extensions. The method shown here is important for a variety of tasks in the field
of precision farming beyond the scenario we use.
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1 Introduction
Scientific findings and technological developments over the past few years have cleared the way for
improved data collection for dairy cows based on individual cows. In particular, developments on the
level of process computer technology have contributed an important part. The implementation of these
possibilities results in the concept of ”Precision Livestock Farming” and its specific instance for the dairy
cow – so-called ”Precision Dairy Farming” – with the goal of achieving a point of view focused on the
individual animal (Spilke et al., 2003). In this concept, information processing takes a key position. Along
with that, high expectations especially for the data management come along; often, they can only be met
by a complete restructuring of the data model and the implementation of databases. Attention should be
paid to the fact that the concept of Precision Dairy Farming includes data use both for operative tasks
(support for business processes) and analytical problems (support for controlling and analysis). Both
perspectives require different modeling concepts during the development stage (Kimball et al., 1998).
Previous methods of modeling saw a strict separation of operative and analytical concerns already on the
level of modeling. The reason lies in the fact that analytical tasks often use already existing operative data
records whose modeling process takes place at a much earlier stage. That results in the disadvantage that
analytical problems cannot be considered when modeling the operative data. Since the process of data
management within the framework of Precision Dairy Farming has to be revised anyway, the chance to
model operative and analytical data together in one process arises. The advantage emerging from that is
the fact that it is possible to avoid redundancies and inconsistencies between both sub-models, which
have the potential to make queries for analytical problems more difficult, or worse, impossible at all.
Therefore, we will follow an approach that already takes both operative and analytical data use into
consideration during the modeling process. The goal of this paper is to present the design result of
operative data as well as its extension to an analytical model as a first step. For doing so, we will make
use of the entity-relationship model (E/RM) and its multi-dimensional extension (mE/RM). Furthermore,
problems and deficits of these modeling approaches as well as necessary extensions will be shown and
practically implemented with the help of a sub-model of Precision Dairy Farming.
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2 Modeling of Operative Data
2.1 E/R-Modeling
In general, operative tasks in connection with data modeling consist of supporting object-specific
properties. The individual object, and thus, the individual data record, is the center of attention. A typical
query for an operative system is: ”How high were milk yield and milk conductivity for the dairy cow with
the earmark ‘DE001234567890’ during the last milking procedure?” Operative databases are
characterized by operations for data manipulation (INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE). In order to exclude
update anomalies and therefore ensure the consistency of the database, these systems are modeled with
the goal of avoiding redundancies in mind. This requires a high degree of normalization, i.e. the
resolution of dependencies between attributes of an entity (Elmasri and Navathe, 1994; Kimball et al.,
1998). For the conceptual modeling of operative systems, the entity-relationship model (E/RM) has
proven helpful. The elements defined in the E/RM are entity types, relationship types and attributes. Thus,
it is possible in general, to model objects and their attributes as well as relationships between objects.
Taking the requirement of a highly normalized data model into account, it follows inevitably that working
with the E/RM results in complex, detailed models, depending on the complexity of the original state of
affairs to be modeled.
2.2 E/R-Modeling of an Example Scenario
Based on four measures (milk yield, conductivity, body condition score (BCS), number of treatments),
the modeling process is demonstrated with an example. Figure 1 shows the respective E/RM. Entity
types, their relationships and necessary attributes are included. The result of the milking process has been
modeled as relationship type between the entity types ”timestamp” and ”udder quarter” with the attributes
”milk yield” and ”conductivity.” The events ”valuation of condition” and ”treatment” are represented in
respective manner as relationship types between the entity types ”cow,” ”timestamp,” and ”person,” with
the treatment having an additional entity type called ”low-level diagnosis.” The relationship type
”valuation of condition” has been assigned the attribute ”BCS” for the value of the body condition
scoring, while the relationship type ”animal treatment” has been modeled as event relationship without
any attributes. Roll-up relationships appear between the entity types ”low-level diagnosis” and “diagnosis
group,” between ”udder quarter” and “cow,” and between ”cow“ and ”animal group,” which means, an
aggregation of low-level diagnoses to diagnosis groups, of udder quarters to cows, and of cows to animal
groups takes place.

Fig. 1: E/RM for animal data
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As an additional feature of the example model shown here, temporal dependencies for the udder quarter
and the relationship between cow and animal group have been included in the form of relationships with
the entity type ”timestamp,” which reflect the temporal assignment of a cow to an animal group and the
abnormal failure of an udder quarter.
Evaluation subject and evaluation structures are not evident in the modeled E/R-diagram. A relationship
type in an E/RM symbolizes a relationship between entities, independently from its context-dependent
meaning as event relationship type or roll-up relationship type. That means, a basic requirement for
modeling analysis-oriented semantics is missing.

3 Modeling of Analytical Data
3.1 Multi-dimensional Data Analysis
In contrast to operative-oriented data modeling, analytical tasks are characterized by the consideration of
a set of data within a certain context. The center of attention is not the individual data record but the view
of a limited data stock within a defined context. A typical analytical query shall be given as an example
here, too: ”How high was the average milk yield of cows in the feeding group 1 for feedings with type A
food?” From a complex, operative-oriented data model, requests like this one can only be answered with
corresponding complex queries. Therefore, support for analytical tasks by the data model has to be
prepared already during the design stage by modeling evaluation scenarios. The goal is, on the one hand,
to create a model design that allows intuitive queries about the data stock, and on the other hand, to
enable an acceleration of the response behavior of the database server by special modeling constructs and
pre-calculated measures. The kind of interactive data analysis enforced by this is summarized in the
concept of Online Analytical Processing (OLAP; Codd et. al, 1993). For this, a multi-dimensional model
is used.
The basic idea is to differentiate between the analysis subject (quantifying data, measures) and the
analysis context (qualifying data, dimensions, evaluation structures). For a graphical representation, the
cube metaphor is used quite often, with the edges of the cube representing the analysis context and the
cells of the cube containing the analysis subject, i.e. the measures (Fig. 2).
The actual value of a measure (equals a cell of the cube) is, thus, uniquely defined by the values of the
dimensions (cube edges). A dimension then again can have a specific structure, which is called
classification schema. Such a schema is defined by dimension levels and their relationships, which form
classification paths. These represent evaluation paths, along which aggregations (e.g. by a roll-up
operation, Fig. 2) can be executed. In order to illustrate this, we will look at the dimension time: a
classification schema used rather often is the calendar, i.e. the classification of time into days, months,
years. Here, day, month, and year function as dimension levels, whose relationships with one another
make unique assignments possible. Thus, the user is provided with an evaluation schema.

Fig. 2: Data cube for animal treatments with a roll-up operation
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The evaluation path for this example has a structure that allows the data of the individual days (e.g. the
number of treatments of a disease) to be aggregated on the level of months, and these can then again be
aggregated on the level of years.
The type of possible and – more importantly – useful aggregations can be derived from the respective
measure. For example, a sum operation over values of the measure ”milk conductivity” does neither
provide meaningful results over the time nor over a group of animals, but the calculation of averages over
this measure does. We can differentiate three types of measures (flow, value per unit, stock) which can be
used for specific aggregation operations (Lenz and Shoshani, 1997). Additionally, attention has to be paid
to the temporal restrictions of the values of classification paths addressed in the E/R-model. Both
qualifying data and quantifying data can exhibit temporal dependencies. The values of classification paths
are therefore to be considered non-static. For example, the classification path udder quarter – cow –
animal group remains constant over time, but in its actual values, cows change groups.
3.2 Modeling Analysis-oriented Semantics
The mapping of analysis-oriented semantics shall be deposited in a data model. The transition from the
represented operative modeling to the analytical one requires
[a] the identification of quantifying model elements,
[b] the identification of qualifying model elements,
[c] the mapping of relationships between qualifying model elements and the resulting emergence of
classification paths for structuring qualifying data,
[d] the assignment of attributes (type of summary and formula, meaning and unit of measurement) to
quantifying model elements,
[e] the labeling of temporal restrictions in the values of qualifying model elements.
Due to the rather general set-up and the non-specific modeling elements, it is impossible to model
necessary semantics with the E/RM. Therefore, we have chosen the mE/RM as an extension of the E/RM
for multi-dimensional modeling (Saphia et al., 1998). The following representation elements for analysisoriented modeling are defined in it (Fig. 3):
-

fact relationship (n-ary relationship between dimension levels, whose attributes model quantifying
data as measures of fact relationships; corresponds to [a])

-

dimension level (granularity level of qualifying data; corresponds to [b])

-

roll-up relationship (aggregation relationship between dimension levels; corresponds to [c]).

However, a multi-dimensional model can only meet the requirements of modeling analysis-oriented
semantics if, aside from the general evaluation structures, specific measure and classification path
semantics will be modeled, too.
Therefore, the mE/R-notation lacks representation elements for measure attributes (corresponding to [d])
and the labeling of temporal restrictions (corresponding to [e]). We will introduce these elements as an
addition here (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3: mE/R elements
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Fig. 4: Additional mE/R elements
The property window for measures contains information on the type of summary, the description of the
measure, its unit of measurement, and its formula, which specifies the measure’s calculation by an SQLcode fragment. Now, this enables us to describe the evaluation subject in a unique fashion manner. The
marker of temporal restrictions visualizes the time-dependent values of classification paths by marking
temporal restrictions in the values of dimension levels and their relationships, as they appear in our
example for the udder quarter and the assignment of cows to animal groups. Through this, the extended
mE/R-approach is mighty enough to model relationships of semantically higher values.
3.3 Multi-dimensional Modeling of Our Example Scenario
The scenario shown in figure 1 as E/RM is presented in figure 5 with the help of the mE/RM and our
extensions. Reflecting their roles as fact relationships, the events ”milking,” ”valuation of condition,” and
”animal treatment” are modeled with their respective measures. The illustration shall be interpreted the
following: the milk yield is the measure of the fact relationship ”milking.” The property window will
display it as milk yield per milking of an udder quarter with ”Liter” as the unit of measurement. This is
not a calculated measure, since the formula refers to one attribute (milking.milk_yield) only. The milk
yield is available in finest granularity for an udder quarter and a timestamp. Since there are no restrictions
for summarizability (type of summary: ”flow”) in place, the milk yields of an udder quarter of multiple
timestamps can be aggregated to daily or monthly values, and the milk yields of multiple udder quarters
can be aggregated to cow or animal group level respectively. These aggregation paths are symbolized by
the dimension levels and their classification relationships. For this, the validity of the udder quarter as
well as the time-dependent assignment of cows to animal groups – represented by the newly introduced
symbol for temporal restrictions – have to be considered.

Abb. 5: Extended mE/RM for animal data
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4 Conclusion and Outlook
Data modeling within the framework of Precision Dairy Farming requires the consideration of both
operative and analytical issues. An extended, analysis-oriented perspective inevitably requires extended
modeling concepts. A consideration of analytical problems with the help of the E/R-approach is only
possible to a certain extent. Analysis-oriented semantics can only be modeled insufficiently due to the
very general nature of the model elements. The use of the multi-dimensional E/RM allows the
representation of measures, dimension levels and classification paths. However, a complete representation
of an analysis context also requires the unique description of the measures and the marking of temporal
restrictions in the values of classification paths. Only the use of the new construction elements introduced
by us will ensure a complete, model-side mapping. The subsequent implementation of the two modeling
approaches into relational structures has to continue the concept of simultaneous operative and analytical
modeling as mentioned in the beginning. For this, it has to be discussed whether this hybrid character of
the model shall be implemented on the physical level in the form of partitioning, a replication or simply a
separation of views.
The problem presented here and its solution are important for a variety of applications in the field of
Precision Agriculture that reach beyond the example scenario used in this paper.
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